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Abstract:  

Traffic coordination in intersections is an awfully 

studied and difficult matter. Recently, management of 

street site visitors is rapid becoming a matter of 

grave situation. Site visitor’s congestion has massive 

hazardous influences on the economy, environment 

and life of the group. The visitors congestion has 

broadly improved the number of accidents on roads 
and additionally elevated CO2 emissions from 

vehicles, due to extended idle time, so it is the 

necessity to construct a safer, atmosphere friendly, 

vigor efficient and far more dependable system for 

traffic. ZigBee is an IEEE 802.15.Four standard for 

data communications dealing trade and consumer 

gadgets. It's designed for low power consumption 

enabling batteries to last ceaselessly. The ZigBee 

standard provides community, protection, and 

software help services running on top of the IEEE 

802.15.Four Medium access control (MAC) and 
bodily Layer wireless common. It employs a gaggle 

of applied sciences to allow scalable, self-

organizing, self-medication networks that can 

control various data site visitors’ patterns. ZigBee is 

a low cost, low-vigor, Wi-Fi mesh networking 

typical. The low cost makes it possible for the 

technology to be widely deployed in wireless 

manipulate and monitoring functions, the low vigor-

usage enables longer life with smaller batteries, and 

the mesh networking which promises high reliability 

and larger variety. ZigBee has-been developed to 

fulfill the developing demand for competent wireless 
networking between countless low energy 

contraptions. In industry ZigBee is being used for 

next generation computerized manufacturing, with 

small transmitters in each device on the flooring, 

permitting for conversation between contraptions to 

a central pc. This new stage of conversation enables 

finely-tuned far off monitoring and manipulation. 
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1. Introduction 

The monitoring and control of city traffic is 

becoming a major problem in many countries. With 
the ever increasing number of vehicles on the road, 

the Traffic Monitoring Authority or the Transport 

Ministry as the authority is known here in Malaysia 

has to find new ways or measures of overcoming 

such a problem. The measures taken are development 

of new roads and flyovers in the middle of the city; 

building of several ring such as the inner ring road, 

middle ring road and outer ring road; introduction of 

city trains such as the light rapid transit (LRT), and 

monorails; restricting of large vehicles in the city 

during peak hours; and also development of 

sophisticated traffic monitoring and control systems. 
But nowadays the existing traffic management 

becomes inefficient. Existing intelligent 

transportation systems (ITS) solutions detect vehicles 

in predefined positions. It is possible to obtain 

complete and integrated information (video-images 

and traffic volumes information). WSNs allow 

dynamic changes to network topology based on real 

needs and reports coming from sensors located along 

the road. When needed, the number of cameras 

which control a specific area may increase to 

produce more detailed information. Image processing 
is better technique to control traffic density in real 

time system .It shows that it can decrease traffic 

congestion and avoids time being wasted by green 

light on an empty roads .It is also more reliable in 

estimating vehicles presence because it uses actual 

traffic images etc. Count of vehicles which results in 

density estimation of the traffic at regular interval of 

time this is achieved through morphological 

operations dilation and opening .etc. 

Existing system:  

In the existing system, the traffic density is 
recognized and is monitored by the traffic police. 

This system is solely under the control of the traffic 

police. And the user doesn’t adjust his/her path 

according to traffic in the area. In order to overcome 

this disadvantage, we proposing the below system. 
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Proposed system: 

In the proposed system, the traffic density can be 

known to the user. Here, a Zigbee module is used for 

communication between the vehicle and traffic signal 

section. The user bike will have a Zigbee receiver 

that will collect the data related to the traffic density 

and display on the LCD of the user which will help 

the user to adjust his/her path according to the traffic. 

2. Project Design 

 

 

The proposed system consists of two sections. 

They are  

1. Traffic section 

2. Bike section. 

The above system contains IR transmitters and 

receivers that control the traffic getting into and out 

of a particular area. The IR sensors at the entry and 

exit sections will monitor the traffic getting into and 

out of the area. If no. of person enters a particular 

and doesn’t exit that area, this indicates the traffic 
density is more that area, and the corresponding 

values are given on the LCD. The data related to the 

traffic density is given to the bike section by using 

ZIGBEE module.  

The data transmitted from the traffic section is 

received by Zigbee transreceiver at the bike section. 

The data is displayed on the LCD soothe user can 

change his direction corresponding to the traffic. 

ARM:  

The ARM7 family includes the ARM7TDMI, 

ARM7TDMI-S, ARM720T, and ARM7EJ-S 

processors. The ARM7TDMI core is the industry’s 
most widely used 32-bit embedded RISC 

microprocessor solution. Optimized for cost and 

power-sensitive applications, the ARM7TDMI 

solution provides the low power consumption, small 

size, and high performance needed in portable, 

embedded applications. 

The ARM7EJ-S processor is a synthesizable core 

that provides all the benefits of the ARM7TDMI low 

power consumption, small size, and the thumb 

instruction set while also incorporating ARM’s latest 

DSP extensions and enabling acceleration of java-
based applications. Compatible with the ARM9™, 

ARM9E™, and ARM10™ families, and Strong-

Arm® architecture software written for the 

ARM7TDMI processor is 100% binary-compatible 

with other members of the ARM7 family and 

forwards-compatible with the ARM9, ARM9E, and 

ARM10 families, as well as products in Intel’s 

Strong ARM and x scale architectures. This gives 

designers a choice of software-compatible processors 

with strong price-performance points. Support for the 

ARM architecture today includes: Operating systems 

such as Windows CE, Linux, palm and SYMBIAN 
OS. More than 40 real-time operating systems, 

including qnx, Wind River’s vxworks and mentor 

graphics’ vrtx. Co-simulation tools from leading 

EDA vendors a variety of software development 

tools. 

The XBee and XBee-PRO RF Modules were 

engineered to meet IEEE 802.15.4 standards and 

support the unique needs of low-cost, low-power 

wireless sensor networks. The modules require 

minimal power and provide reliable delivery of data 

between devices. The modules operate within the 
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ISM 2.4 GHz frequency band and are pin-for-pin 

compatible with each other. 

Why XBee ZigBee/Mesh RF Modules? For 

applications where robust mesh networking 

topologies are preferred, XBee ZigBee/mesh OEM 

RF modules provide developers with both ZigBee 

mesh and the soon-to-be-released proprietary 

DigiMesh™ topologies. These networks allow 
devices to harness the entire network of RF modules 

to effectively extend range beyond that of a single 

module, and create a more stable and reliable 

network. Employing dynamic self-healing, self-

discovery functionality for reliable communications, 

XBee ZigBee/mesh OEM RF modules make mesh 

networking simple and easy to deploy. Drop-in 

Networking End-Point Connectivity XBee OEM RF 

modules are part of Digi’s Drop-in Networking 

family of end-to-end connectivity solutions. By 

seamlessly interfacing with compatible gateways, 

device adapters and extenders, the XBee embedded 
RF modules provide developers with true beyond-

the-horizon connectivity. Conclusion 

The coding-diversity between FM0 and 

Manchester encodings causes the limitation on 

hardware utilization of VLSI architecture design. A 

limitation analysis on hardware utilization of FM0 

and Manchester encodings is discussed in detail. In 

this project, the fully reused VLSI architecture using 

SOLS technique for both FM0 and Manchester 

encodings is proposed. The SOLS technique 

eliminates the limitation on hardware utilization by 
two core techniques: area compact retiming and 

balance logic-operation sharing. The area-compact 

retiming relocates the hardware resource to reduce 

22 transistors. The balance logic-operation sharing 

efficiently combines FM0 and Manchester encodings 

with the identical logic components. This project is 

realized in TSMC 0.18-μm 1P6MCMOS technology 

with an outstanding device efficiency. The maximum 

operation frequency is 2 GHz and 900 MHz for 

Manchester and FM0 encodings, respectively. The 

power consumption is 1.58 mW at 2 GHz for 

Manchester encoding and 1.14 mW at 900 MHz for 
FM0 encoding. The core circuit area is 65.98 × 30.43 

μm2. The encoding capability of this paper can fully 

support the DSRC standards of America, Europe, 

and Japan. This project not only develops a fully 

reused VLSI architecture, but also exhibits a 

competitive performance compared with the existing 

works. 

3. Conclusion 

In this work Automatic Traffic Light Controller, 

the traffic count is measured by the sensor for about 

40 m in each lane and accordingly the traffic is 

managed in the respective junction and also in the 

adjacent junctions as they are notified about the 

congestion by the server through GSM technology 

and vehicle to vehicle adhoc –network (VANET). 

Even all the vehicles are informed about the 

congestion so that they can reroute towards less 

congested signal junction. Vehicles can easily 

exchange information through VANET network and 

GSM wireless network and easily get the latest 

information about the congestion through server. In 
case of failure of Server or any traffic signal or any 

junction, ZigBee, a wireless device, communicate 

between traffic signal and handle the traffic overflow 

.The various performance evaluation criteria are 

average waiting time, green light frequency 

switching at a junction, fuel consumption by 

vehicles, traffic control efficient emergency mode 

operation, less pollution emission, less power 

consumption and satisfactory operation of SMS 

using GSM Mobile. It is observed that the proposed 

Intelligent Traffic Light Controller is more efficient 

than the conventional fixed Mode or Intelligent 
Traffic Light Controller in respect of less waiting 

time at signal junction, more distance traveled by 

average vehicles, less CO2 and other polluted 

contains emission due to managed traffic handling, 

efficient operation during emergency mode and 

failure condition of traffic server or any traffic 

signal. Moreover, the designed system has simple 

architecture, fast response time, user friendliness, 

environmental friendliness and energy efficient and 

scope for further expansion. 
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